


Where is?

Country: United State of America

State: Nevada

County: Clark



When was founded?

May 3, 1844, while it was still part of Mexico, John C.

Frémont led a group of scientists, scouts and observers in

the Las Vegas valley.

On 10 May 1855, following the Mexican annexation by the

United States, Brigham Young commissioned 30 Mormon

missionaries to convert the Paiute Indians. It was built a

fort near present-day downtown, which served as a

staging post for travelers.

Mormons abandoned Las Vegas in 1857, during the Utah

War. Las Vegas was established as a railway village May

15, 1905, when 45 hectares owned by the Los Angeles

and Salt Lake Railroad were sold at auction.

Las Vegas was part of Lincoln County until 1908 when it

became part of the newly established Clark County. Las

Vegas officially became a city March 16, 1911 when it

adopted its first public law paper under the administration

of Peter Buol, first mayor of the city.The May 3, 1844,

while it was still part of Mexico, John C. Frémont led a

group of scientists, scouts and observers of the United

States Army Corps of Engineers in the Las Vegas valley.



ORIGIN OF THE NAME

The Name Las Vegas drift from a

term Spanish that it means "The

meadows". In the area, there were

wells water that they were holding

alive some areas greens.

The name Las Vegas it is often

attributed also to some areas urban

that there surround, but not do part

from point of view administrative.

For example, a good part of the

Strip, the portion of Las Vegas

Boulevard long which line up the

casino is the hotels more famous,

ranks in area named Paradise.



HISTORY:

SINCE 19° CENTURY TO 20° CENTURY

On 10 May 1855 was built a strong close to downtown, which served as a

staging post for travelers along the "Mormon Corridor" between Salt Lake

City and the new colony of San Bernardino.

Mormons abandoned Las Vegas in 1857. Las Vegas was established as a

railway village May 15, 1905, when 110 acres owned by the Los Angeles

and Salt Lake Railroad in what is now downtown Las Vegas were

auctioned.

Among the most important owners and railroad directors were Montana

Senator William Clark and Senator Thomas Kearns of Utah.

Las Vegas was part of Lincoln County until 1908 when it became part of

the newly established Clark County.



HISTORY: 

THE COLD WAR

During the Cold War from the Nellis bombing range and 

Nevada Test Site they were carried out dozens of air 

explosive testing of nuclear fission bombs, both at ground 

level to a few kilometers in altitude. 

The tests became underground after the signing of the 

International Treaty Partial Test Ban Treaty, signed in 1962 

by dozens of countries, with the support of President John F. 

Kennedy and Nikita Khrushchev.



HISTORY:

SINCE 20° CENTURY TO 21° CENTURY

The year 1995 marked the opening of the Fremont Street Experience in

Las Vegas' downtown area.

This canopied, five-block area features 12.5 million LED lights and

550,000 watts of sound from dusk until midnight during shows held on

the top of each hour.

Due to the realization of many revitalization efforts, 2012 was dubbed

"The Year of Downtown."

Hundreds of millions of dollars' worth of projects made their debut at this

time.

They included The Smith Center for the Performing Arts and

DISCOVERY Children's Museum, Mob Museum, Neon Museum, a new

City Hall complex and renovations for a new Zappos.com corporate

headquarters in the old City Hall building.



THE OLDEST HOTEL AND CASINO'

Caesars Palace: Opened in 1966, it has been

extended several times. Sir Elton John has

performed up to April 22, 2009 with his The

Red Piano. As you can imagine from the

name, it is a casino with setting that harks back

to the Roman Empire.



THE OLDEST HOTEL AND CASINO'

Treasure Island Hotel and Casino: Opened in
1993, he is focused on Treasure Island; outside
every night there is a show that plays a naval
battle with a galleon pirates.



THE OLDEST HOTEL AND CASINO'

The Mirage: Opened in 1989, he costs the owner

Steve Wynn a staggering $ 630 million. Among its

major attractions artificial volcano, the show LOVE

(show tribute to the Beatles Cirque du Soleil), and

the "White Tiger Habitat ", in addition to the greater

Las Vegas pool. The Mirage is connected by a free

tram to Treasure Island. The marquee in front of

the Mirage is the largest free-standing marquee in

the world. Starting at 20.00 every night until in-

hoursand artificial volcano erupts regularly outside

the hotel every hour. The hotel lobby has a large

number of palm trees, water features and other

flora of the rain forest.



THE OLDEST HOTEL AND CASINO'

Flamingo: Built by the Jew gangster Bugsy

Siegel and funded with the money of the Mafia

Families of the East Coast, the Flamingo was

opened December 26, 1946 and was the third

resort to open on the Strip and the oldest

among those still existing. The architectural style

is based on reminiscences of Art Deco of Miami

and South Beach.



THE OLDEST HOTEL AND CASINO'

Excalibur Hotel and Casino: Opened in 1990, it has the

appearance of a medieval castle. The hotel restaurants

are almost all names that remind the carrier of the hotel

theme: Roundtable Buffet, Sir Galahad's Prime Cuts,

The Steakhouse of Camelot and Regale's Italian eatery,

there are also the Sherwood Forest Cafe.



THE SKYLINE

Las Vegas has a SKYLINE and an
architecture whit themes of each family
which condense on one of the busiest roads
of the world. From the modern design
coming from New York, to the medieval
styles some fantasy of Hotels as the
Excalibur, passing by rebuilding of
celebrated cities like Venice and Paris and
finishing the ancient pyramids and ancient
Egyptian sphinxes of the Luxor, you will
notice that there are so many things to be
see and to be visited. Everything this one is
on the Vegas Boulevard South, better known
as the Strip, the most famous road of the
city.

To walk on this celebrated road means also
to explore the gigantic hotels into which you
will be able to enter freely. In each one you
will find a rebuilding to theme and an
inevitable and shiniest casino.



THE FOUNTAINS OF BELLAGIO

The Fountains are between most popular

free attractions offered to Las Vegas.

Recently named like one of the ten beauties

in the United States, the Fountains of

Bellagio offer each half an hour of the

afternoon an impressive show in whose

thousands of litres of water are catapulted

to hundreds of metres of heights, with music

and visual night show.



THE CONSERVATORY AND BOTANICAL
GARDENS AT THE BELLAGIO

For the lovers of the exotic flora the Bellagio
offers a special treatment. Provides with the
most elaborate and complex selection of flora in
LasVegas, the gardens are a perfect way of
being slackened in a hot day and to enjoy the
places, the sounds and the smells in a contest
of almost surreal quiet for a city like this one.

In each season the gardens offer a new design
then you do not lose the appointment with Mr
and Mrs Green Thumb, they will at your
disposal each day for to reply to all the your
questions and curiosity.



THE NEWEST HOTEL CASINO' IN LAS VEGAS

Bellagio: Opened in 1998, tries to imitate the

atmosphere of the villas of Lake Como. The

artificial lake in front of 'hotel every half hour

presents a performance of dancing jets of water to

the rhythm of music with water columns as high as

76 meters. The Bellagio is also home to the

famous show Ô Cirque du Soleil.



THE NEWEST HOTEL CASINO' IN LAS VEGAS

CityCenter Las Vegas: New building complex properties

of the MGM group open between December 2009 and

consists of 6 high-rise buildings: Aria Resort & Casino,

Vdara Hotel & Spa, Crystals Retail & Entertainment,

Mandarin Oriental Las Vegas, Veer Towers, The Harmon

Hotel.



THE NEWEST HOTEL CASINO' IN LAS VEGAS

Luxor Hotel: Is a black glass pyramid and high 30-

storey steel, with statues that imitate the Egyptian

style of Aswan granite, and a sphinx. From Dusk Till

Dawn a beam of light from the tip of the pyramid is

pointing to the sky. The lobby of the hotel is the

largest of its kind in the world.



The Venetian: Based on the theme of Venice, it was

opened in May 1999 on the site of the Sands, one of

the most important hotels and casinos of the "Old Las

Vegas". The complex has built water channels that

recreate the atmosphere and gondoliers allow visitors

to turn on a gondola for the huge complex, and

outside play St. Mark's Square and the adjoining bell

tower. The care of the setting is such that even the

security staff is dressed in uniforms almost identical to

those of the Italian Carabinieri.



Wynn Las Vegas: It was opened in 2005 by the

group of Steve Wynn on land previously occupied

by another hotel and the historic casino, the Desert

Inn, which had among its owners even the

eccentric billionaire Howard Hughes. Hughes

settled on the top floor of the Desert Inn in 1966

and lived there for years, virtually without exit,

keeping contact with the world (and his business

empire)



Encore Las Vegas: Is the sister resort Wynn Las Vegas

and was opened in 2008, provided by the group of Steve

Wynn. The Encore has received the AAA Five Diamond

Award, the highest rating for restaurants and hotels

accommodation. Along with the Wynn Las Vegas, received

the Gold Star Award for the hotels in the prestigious

Forbes magazine, and is considered one of the best hotels

in the world.



We hope that you 

will come to visit


